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Body:

CALL REPORT Issue # 70Who initiated the call? Review Board's representative in the call: Dave MontagueDate: 

06/20/96Subject: Initial conversation with Jeanne Boyd re: (deceased) Edgar Boyd of the 112th M/I Group & 

reference to possible Dealey Plaza photosDescription of the Call 112th M/I & possibly Dallas Projects: Edgar 

Earl Boyd, Jr. died on August 13, 1986; SS#450-30-0041 I spoke with Jeanne Boyd yesterday, identified myself 

& explained the purpose of the Review Board. Jeanne confirmed that she was married to the same Edgar Earl 

Boyd, Jr. who was associated with the US Army's 112th Military Intelligence Group during the 1960's. Jeanne 

was very cordial & explained that Earl (as she called him) didn't usually discuss his work with her. She 

understood the importance of secrecy involving intelligence work, but she was very involved with Earl's 

military career & knew about his general activities. Over their years of marriage, Earl did share certain 

information with Jeanne which he felt important. After some general discussion re: the assassination, Jeanne 

made the following statements based on Earl's statements to her re: the time around the assassination:-He 

was one of the people who headed the Dallas, TX Army Intelligence Office...She mentioned the name Col. 

Frindell as having taken over the office after Earl was later reassigned-Approximately 2 days prior to the 

assassination, he was called on a TDY (Temporary Duty Assignment) to San Antonio, TX; Jeanne doesn't know 

why (she believes he left on Wednesday)-In preparation for his trip, Earl assigned an agent to take photos of 

JFK's travel through Dallas on 11/22/63-Upon his return from San Antonio, the agent provided photos taken as 

assigned-Earl had a professional counterpart at the local FBI office who was also a personal friend of his...They 

interacted regularly on various assignments (not JFK material)-Earl contacted his FBI counterpart & shared the 

fact that he had something to show him...he traveled to the FBI office showed the photos & told the 

counterpart "you might find these interesting"-The counterpart agreed they were interesting & asked if Earl 

had the negatives (in order to prove their being genuine)...Earl returned to the Army Intelligence office, 

obtained the negatives & returned to the FBI office where he let his counterpart borrow the photos & 

negatives-Some time later (Jeanne's not sure if it was a few weeks or maybe a month), Earl asked his FBI 

counterpart for the photos & negatives to be returned for his office's records...The counterpart responded 

"What pictures?" & never acknowledged that Earl provided any materials to the FBI.Jeanne said that the 

entire episode really put a strain on the personal & professional relationship between Earl & his FBI friend 

after that. She apologized that didn't recall his name at the moment, but maybe she would later.I asked her 

what she meant when she said Earl "assigned" an agent to take photos & if she knew of the office having the 

day off during JFK's visit on 11/22/63. Jeanne said she's sure that people were working in Earl's office that day 
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